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Abstract

We present several studies of convolution neural networks applied to data coming

from the MicroBooNE detector, a liquid argon time projection chamber (LArTPC).

The algorithms studied include the classification of single particle images, the local-

ization of single particle and neutrino interactions in an image, and the detection

of a simulated neutrino event overlaid with cosmic ray backgrounds taken from real

detector data. The purpose of these studies was to demonstrate the potential of

these networks for particle identification or event detection with simulated neutrino

interactions and to address a number of technical issues that arise when applying

this technique on data from a large LArTPC located near the surface. The results

of these studies can be used to guide similar applications on detector neutrino data.

We developed and validated techniques and approaches that demonstrate success-

ful application of these networks for particle identification or event detection on

simulated data and can be used to guide similar application on detector data.
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Software & Models
2.2 Demonstration Steps MicroBooNE-Note-1019-PUB

Table 1: A summary of the publicly-available code used in each of the demonstration
exercises.

Software ref. Purpose Used in Demonstrations
LArSoft [22] Simulation and Reconstruction 1-3

uboonecode [25] Simulation and Reconstruction 1-3
LArCV [27] Image Processing and Analysis 1-3
Ca↵e [36] CNN Training and Analysis 1-3

AlexNet [14] Network Model 1,2
GoogLeNet [15] Network Model 1
Faster-RCNN [16] Network Model 1,2

Inception-ResNet-v2 [32] Network Model 2
ResNet [33] Network Model 3

2.2 Demonstration Steps

We demonstrate the applicability of the Deep Learning technique through the following
tests:

• Demonstration 1– Classification and detection of a simulated single particle in a
single-plane image;

• Demonstration 2– Neutrino event classification and interaction localization within
a single-plane image;

• Demonstration 3– Neutrino event classification with a full 3 wire-plane model.

The first study shows that a CNN can be applied to LArTPC images despite the fact
that its nature is quite di↵erent from the photographic images for which the technique
is developed. In this study we crop and downsize a sub-region of a whole event image
which is an important step for a large LArTPC detector such as MicroBooNE due to
computing resource limitations. The second study is an initial trial for localizing neutrino
interactions within a 2D event image using only one plane of the three views. In the last
case, we construct a network model that combines full detector information including all
three views and optical data, using a data augmentation technique.

2.3 CNNs Models and Software Used

For the demonstrations performed in this work, we use several prevalent networks that
have been shown to perform well at their given image processing task, typically measured
by having nearly the best performance in some computer vision competition at the time
of publication. Our implementation of the networks and the analysis of their outputs
uses open-source software along with some custom code that is publicly available. We
summarize the networks and software we use in table 1. For demonstration 1 we used
the AlexNet [14] and GoogLeNet [15] for image the classification task. Demonstration 2
introduces a simplified Inception-ResNet-v2 by C. Szegedy et al. [32]. For the demon-
stration 3, we have designed our own CNN based on ResNet [33]. Demonstrations 1 and
2 involve a network that can locate an object within a sub-region of an image (“Region of
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MC — Geant4, GENIE, uB geometry

LArTPC image analysis framework  
• LArCV @ https://github.com/LArbys/LArCV 
• C++ based framework with Python interface 
• ROOT data storage IO + Event loop driver 
• Image processing modules 
• LArSoft/LArLite Interface  
• C++ Interface for threaded IO (for caffe, 

Python version for TensorFlow)

DNN framework

Classification & 
detection networks

Excerpt from Table 1

https://github.com/LArbys/LArCV
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3.3 Five Particle Classification Performance MicroBooNE-Note-1019-PUB

Figure 9: High resolution five class single particle results. Both models struggle with elec-
tron and gamma separation as well as distinguishing pions from muons. The GoogLeNet
performs better than the AlexNet in all case except for a pion.
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3.1 Sample Preparation MicroBooNE-Note-1019-PUB

Figure 5: Example event display for 3D box projection images for each particle type on
the collection plane. The vertical axis denotes time-tick numbers and the horizontal axis
shows wire numbers. From left top in clockwise direction, e�, �, µ�, proton, and ⇡�

respectively.
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3.5 e�/� Separation MicroBooNE-Note-1019-PUB

Figure 11: Left: µ� selection EP curve for 1:1 µ� and ⇡� mixture (6800 events total).
Blue and red data points are AlexNet and GoogLeNet respectively trained with a sample
set that only contain ⇡� and µ� as described in Sec.3.4. Orange and cyan data points
are from GoogLeNet and AlexNet respectively, trained for 5 particle classification. Right:
µ� score distribution from GoogLeNet trained for 5 particle classification where score is
re-normalized for µ�/⇡� separation purpose.

resolution image from the previous study. It is interesting to note that there is a small,
but distinct, set of ⇡� events that follow the µ� distribution. This makes sense since the
⇡� has a similar mass to the µ� and decays into µ�. As a result, some ⇡� can look very
similar to a µ�. A typical way to distinguish ⇡� is to look for a nuclear scattering, which
occurs more often for ⇡� than for a µ�. There can also be “kink” in the track at a point
where the ⇡� decays-in-flight into a µ�, although this is generally quite small. When
neither is observable, the ⇡� looks like a µ�, however when there is a kink or visible
nuclear interaction involved, ⇡� is distinct. This can be seen by a very sharp peak for ⇡�

in the right figure. The same reason explains why there is no µ� above 95% (with the
statistics of this sample) because µ� can never be completely distinguished from those
small fraction of ⇡� that do not carry any kink nor visible nuclear interaction.

3.5 e�/� Separation

We show a similar separation study for e� and � as we did for µ�/⇡�. This time, however,
we only show the result using five-particle classification, since we saw those networks seem
to perform better, presumably for similar reasons. The left plot in figure 12 shows e�

selection e�ciency and purity in a 1:1 mixture of 5200 events taken from the validation
set. The outer-most point achieves selection e�ciency of 94.3% with purity of 71.9%,
although one might want to ask for a better separation with less e�ciency depending on
the goals of an analysis.

e�/� Indistinguishability The right plot in figure 12 shows an electron classification
score distribution for both e� and �. The separation is not as strong compared to ⇡�/µ�:
the two types are essentially indistinguishable in the range of scores from 0.3 to 0.6. We
note that our high-resolution image has a factor of two in wire and six in time compression
applied, and hence this might be the highest separation achievable. It may be interesting
to repeat more studies across di↵erent downsizing levels (including no downsizing) and
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3.6 Particle Detection Performance MicroBooNE-Note-1019-PUB

Figure 12: Left: e� selection EP curve for 1:1 e� and � mixture (5200 events total).
Orange and cyan data points are from GoogLeNet and AlexNet respectively, trained
for 5 particle classification. Right: e� score distribution from GoogLeNet trained for 5
particle classification where score is re-normalized for e�/� separation purpose.

study how this separation power changes. However, that is beyond the scope of this
publication.

3.6 Particle Detection Performance

To assess the Faster-RCNN detection performance on the single particle sample, we let
the Faster-RCNN network infer a set of bounding boxes per class for each high resolution
event image containing one particle. Typical detection examples can be seen in figure
13. As it is done for all studies in this section, this study used the same training and
validation sample described in sec. 3.1.

To quantify the Faster-RCNN detection performance on the single particle sample
we infer a set of bounding boxes per class for each high resolution single particle image.
To quantify this performance we compute the intersection over the union of the ground
truth bounding box and the predicted box with the highest network score. This is the
standard performance metric used by object detection networks to compare with one
another. Intersection over union (IoU) is defined for a pair of boxes in the following way:
the intersection area between two boxes is first computed by calculating the overlap area
and then divided by the di↵erence between the total area of the two boxes and their
intersection area. Specifically for two boxes with area A1 and A2,

IoU =
A1 \ A2

A1 + A2 � A1 \ A2
. (4)

This quantity is unity when the predicted box and the ground truth box overlap perfectly.
In other words, the predicted network box is of the same pixel dimensions. In figure 14 we
plot the IoU for the di↵erent five-particle classes. We separate the detected sample into
the five di↵erent particle types and break down each sample by their top classification
score. The true class label is in the title of the plot, and the legend lists 1) the five particle
types that were detected for the sample, 2) the number of detections in the histogram for
that class, and 3) the class-wise fraction of all detections. For this plot we make a cut on
the network score of 0.5. We observe good detection accuracy and ground truth bounding
box overlap on the muon and proton classes. If we consider classification only, muons and
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3.6 Particle Detection Performance MicroBooNE-Note-1019-PUB

Figure 13: Example detections for each of the five particle classes using high resolution
images (576 by 576 pixels). The blue box is the true bounding box. The red box is the
network inferred bounding box. The detection score and inferred class sits atop the red
box on the top left corner. It’s interesting to note the network’s ability to capture a
shower-type particle’s ionization charge within the detection box

protons have the smallest contamination from other particle types. This could be a result
of the strong classification performance of the AlexNet classifier model revealed in figure
9. The electron and � samples had expectedly mutual contamination between the two as
previously revealed by the pure AlexNet classifier. We also find a small contamination of
piminus detection in the electron and � samples at the low IoU range indicating that some
piminus have features shared with electrons and gammas. This is consistent with lower
energy gammas and electrons appearing track like in liquid argon. It is also interesting
to note that both classes’ IoU are similar, meaning the network is able to encapsulate
the charge that spreads outwards as the shower develops. This means the model values
the shower-like nature of electron and � as essential and uses these learned features for
classification. Lastly, the ⇡� particle exhibits the least number of detections above a
threshold of 0.5. We also find the largest contamination from µ�.
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3.7 Summary of Demonstration 1 MicroBooNE-Note-1019-PUB

Figure 14: Intersection over union distributions for each of the 5 classes. The test sample
is first separated by true particle class, and then broken down by the set of detected
particle types.

3.7 Summary of Demonstration 1

Our first demonstration shows that two CNN models, AlexNet and GoogLeNet, can learn
particle features from LArTPC images to a level potentially useful for LArTPC particle-
identification tasks. We also find that, as one might naively expect, downsizing an image
has a negative e↵ect upon particle detection performance of e�, �, µ�, and proton. The
exception are ⇡� images which is yet to be further understood. GoogLeNet trained for five
particle classification showed the best performance among tested cases for e�/� (94.3%
e�ciency and 71.9% purity) and µ�/⇡� (94.6% e�ciency and 79.2% purity) separation
tasks.
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Neutrino Event 
Classification (1 plane)

4.3 Performance MicroBooNE-Note-1019-PUB

Figure 18: Left: neutrino score (horizontal axis) for the validation sample. The blue
distribution is for neutrino events while red is for cosmic background events. Right:
E�ciency vs. purity curve for equal number of cosmic background and neutrino signal
events.

sulates the bounding boxes associated with each daughter particle of the interaction. We
use the same strategy employed in the single particle demonstrations to find the bound-
ing boxes for the daughter particles. We train with the standard batch size used by the
model authors.

4.3 Performance

Figure 18 shows the neutrino classification score distribution from the validation sample.
The distribution matches our intuition, having a sharp peak when there is a neutrino
event. Cosmic background events are not expected to have a sharp peak since there is
nothing to key-on within those images. The bottom plot in the same figure shows the
overlaid neutrino event selection e�ciency and purity for the case of having an equal
number of neutrino events and cosmic-only events. A particular data point on this curve
achieved 87.1% e�ciency with 72.9% purity by selecting events with a neutrino score
above 0.35. For the case of MicroBooNE, however, a cosmic and neutrino event do
not have equal statistics. Such details are included in demonstration 3, which aims for
a more realistic analysis implementation, with full detector information. Given that
this is single-plane performance using real data cosmic background events, we expect
that the performance will improve once all three views are used. In the next section,
demonstration 3, we explore further improvements by using a network that combines
three plane information together.

Examples images showing regions that the network has identified as being neutrino-
like are shown in Figure 20-23. The di↵erent figures show examples of where the network
correctly identifies neutrinos with strong confidence (figures 20 and figures 21), where the
network identifies cosmic ray tracks as neutrinos but with low confidence (figure 22), and
where the network labels cosmic ray tracks as neutrinos with high confidence (figure 23).
Each image in those figures is a high-resolution sample of the event readout. The images
are single channel and are represented with false color, with blue representing low PI
values, green representing PI values produced by minimum ionizing particles, and red
representing large charge depositions. The yellow box in the figures are the ground truth
bounding boxes around the neutrino determined from Monte Carlo information. The red
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4.3 Performance MicroBooNE-Note-1019-PUB

Figure 21: Detected neutrino bounding box within an event image. Top: Muon and
charged pion produced from a ⇡ 1 GeV neutrino. The detection box (in red) appears to
capture a neighboring cosmic ray, but maintains the overall shape of the ground truth
box (in yellow). Bottom: CC event with muon and proton produced. Both figures are
zoomed-in from the original event display, and the length scale of the truth box are shown
in cm.
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4.3 Performance MicroBooNE-Note-1019-PUB

Figure 20: Detected neutrino bounding box within an event image. Top: A ⇡ 2 GeV
Neutrino interaction with a single muon, three protons, three piminus, one gamma, and
one electron produced. Bottom: CC interaction with a single muon and proton produced.
The red predicted box extends in the correct dimension to encapsulate the full interaction.
The yellow box shows the truth bounding box. Both figures are zoomed-in from the
original event display, and the length scale of the truth box are shown in cm.
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5.2 Sample Preparation and Training MicroBooNE-Note-1019-PUB

U-plane V-plane Y-plane

7x7 Conv, stride 2, pad 3

3x3 Max Pool

3x3 Conv, stride 2, pad 3

3x3 Conv, stride 2, pad 3

3x3 Max Pool

Concatenate

ResNet  
Modules x9

Average Pool 
Dropout: 0.5 probability

Fully Connected Layer: 256 nodes

Fully Connected Layer: 4096 nodes

2 output nodes

Figure 24: Neutrino ID Network. See text for more details.

model, and our full simulation chain. The time at which the neutrino event occurs is
set to fall within the expected beam window. We then pass this merged event through
the PMT trigger. Note that unlike the cosmic-only events, we do not require that the
externally-triggered data event into which we overlay the MC neutrino has an in-time
flash.

When selecting simulated BNB events to overlay, we applied a few quality cuts to
identify the events of interest. The first is a cut that ensures that the vertex occurs inside
the TPC. The second selects events with neutrino energy above 400 MeV. The third
selects charged-current quasi-elastic (CCQE) events.

A full event in MicroBooNE consists of 6400 time ticks and 3 planes of waveforms
coming from the 2400, 2400, and 3456 wires in the U , V , and Y -planes, respectively. As
discussed in the previous section, we are forced to down-sample the images to a lower
resolution in order to fit our network model within the GPU memory limitation. For
this first study, we attempt to choose an image size that was still fairly large (768⇥768)
while still allowing us to construct a fairly deep network that could view all three planes.
Unfortunately, as shown within demonstration 1, down-sizing has a negative e↵ect on the
performance.

In addition to the three TPC planes, we also provide the network with additional
images that convey supporting information that we believe the network will find useful
for classification. This was inspired by the algorithm, AlphaGo, which was used to play
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Figure 28: Distribution of neutrino class score for cosmic-only data (red) and simu-
lated neutrino events overlaid on data cosmic (blue) images. The cosmic-only and neu-
trino+cosmic distributions are area normalized separately. Events come from the valida-
tion data set (which is not used to train the network).

events for the training sample: CCQE interactions with neutrino greater than 400 MeV.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we have successfully trained several neural networks to perform particle
classification, particle and neutrino detection, and neutrino event identification. In par-
ticular, a single particle classification has shown a performance of identifying e� with an
e�ciency of 94% and a 71.9% purity from an equal mixture of e�/�, and µ� with an
e�ciency of 94.6% with a 79.2% purity from a mixture of µ�/⇡� with equal statistics.
Using full detector information, demonstration 3 showed a capability of neutrino event
selection with 85% neutrino+cosmics event e�ciency with 85% cosmic-only rejection.

While these results show that CNNs can be applied to analyze LArTPC images and
has the potential for good performance, there is much more to be explored. For one,
our studies overlaid simulated neutrino interactions onto o↵-beam data events. This was
to train the networks with a realistic depiction of detector noise, something a success-
ful application must contend with. However, before being able to quantify the network
performance with high enough accuracy for physics-level analyses, we will need to per-
form careful, separate analyses to ensure that simulated signal waveforms carry the same
features in real data. This is one example of the many systematic uncertainty studies
that haven’t been discussed as they are beyond the scope of this work. Another type of
potential systematic error may arise from using simulated neutrino events which might
cause a model-dependent bias to what a network learns. Careful study is required to
quantify such bias, ensuring that it is small. Or one might, instead, aim to develop a
model independent approach for detecting neutrinos in data. Such studies as those men-
tioned above are a requirement for physics analyses using this technique and developing
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Lessons

MicroBooNE-Note-1019-PUB

Figure 29: Fraction of cosmic-only events remained vs. neutrino event e�ciency. Each
point on the curve is for some cut value on the neutrino class score.

new methods to quantify this will be explored in future work.
Overall, this work takes the first steps in exploring CNNs and the broader discipline

of Deep Learning to LArTPCs. We have learnt the following lessons:

• It is necessary to consider a strategy to either crop or down-size for a large LArTPC
detector, and study the e↵ect. We have shown one possible method (demonstration
1).

• All else being equal, it is best to limit the down-size, as the networks use the dE/dx
information for classification. A factor of 2 downsizing of the images showed a clear
negative e↵ect (demonstration 1).

• For a particle classification task, using weights for a network trained for a greater
variety of features might perform better. This was seen in µ�/⇡� study where the
network trained for five-particle classification outperformed largely over the same
network trained for only µ�/⇡� sample (demonstration 1).

• The Faster-RCNN architecture can be used for neutrino interaction detection in a
large event image (demonstration 2).

• It is possible to combine di↵erent detector information to enhance the feature in
image data. We have shown one method to combine PMT and TPC information
as illustration (demonstration 3).

• A multi-view architecture can be employed to process multiple TPC plane-views
for neutrino interaction selection, to greatly enhance the performance from using a
single plane information only (demonstration 3).

There are certainly many other avenues, besides the ones listed here, to study and possibly
improve performance. However, the proof-of-principle tests conducted in this work show
that CNNs can deliver results worthy of further exploration and provide a useful starting-
point for those interested in developing their own CNNs for reconstruction of neutrino
events in Liquid Argon TPCs.
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